Modzy is an enterprise software platform designed to accelerate MLOps and AI ModelOps at scale.

Modzy accelerates the deployment of AI to the enterprise, allowing you to deploy, manage, and secure your AI at scale. With cutting-edge features such as embedded governance, adversarial defense, model retraining, and explainability, Modzy solves last-mile challenges with MLOps to scale your AI faster and easier than ever before.

**Choice**
Choose how you deploy, how much you use, and which models you use

**Speed & Scale**
Deploy with only a few lines of code, and scale to any infrastructure: cloud, on-premise, or to the edge

**Security**
With embedded governance and patent-pending adversarial defense, ensure your information stays secure
How Modzy Works

Modzy provides the missing layer in your AI tech stack, providing you a way to deploy, manage, monitor, and secure all AI models running in your environment. Bring your own models or choose from the pre-trained or retrainable models in the model marketplace to deploy via the Modzy platform.

- Scalable AI processing engine and streamlined AI model deployment
- Manage and monitor all of your AI models (from the Modzy marketplace, or your own)
- Background information, training data and performance metrics for all models
- APIs & SDKs for running AI models
- Smart infrastructure scaling to manage infrastructure usage and costs
- Usage analytics, including detailed logging and auditing
- Enterprise-grade authentication, authorization and user management
- Early stage explainability in pixel-based neural networks
- Poisoned data detection during training and at inference
- Adversarial hardened models
- Model retraining

Modzy Architecture

Modern software applications that are built on open architectures have huge advantages for enterprises interested in tight integrations, avoiding vendor lock-in, and maintaining the ability to choose the products and services they need to support.

Modzy is built to ensure that our customers retain the power to choose, and for the longevity to keep pace with evolving approaches and standards for system build and maintenance.

Cutting-Edge Solutions

Modzy’s lightweight retraining solution allows you to retrain our models on your data – saving time and the costs of training a model from scratch. Our patent-pending explainability solution is the fastest in the world, ensuring results you can explain, understand and trust. Pair this with our patent-pending adversarial defense solutions to safeguard your AI against hacking attempts.

Modzy at Work

Modzy offers simple, predictable pricing for all deployment options. Choose enterprise for on-premise or in the cloud and get access to all models. Or chose AI-as-a-service. It’s easy to get started, affordable and scalable.

Modzy Platform

Visit Modzy.com to learn more about the Modzy Early Access Program and a 90-day pilot.